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10-year operational guarantee
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Materials and their maintenance

Aluminium:
The surface of our aluminium fittings is protected by either anodising or pow-
der coating. Anodising consists of a controlled, electrically induced oxidation 
process with the aid of sulphuric acid, which causes the base material to 
bond with oxygen and to grow a protective surface layer, the so-called oxide 
film. This film protects the products against detrimental influences such as 
hand perspiration, humidity and light mechanical stress.
In powder coating, the coating powder is applied to the aluminium surface 
by means of an electrostatic process. It is then heated to a temperature of 
150°-200°C causing the paint particles to melt to a film of paint in a chemical 
cross-linking reaction. There is no known risk to health in aluminium hard-
ware. No special care is needed for aluminium as the oxide film protects it. 
Dirt can easily be removed with a damp cloth.

Stainless steel:
HOPPE brand stainless steel hardware is manufactured from chrome-nickel 
steel (steel no. 1.4301 to DIN). Thanks to its longevity, its harmlessness to 
the environment and to health as well as its corrosion acid-, and abrasion re-
sistance, it is used in the food industry as well as the medical and domestic 
sectors besides the building trade. Stainless steel is also called corrosion-
resistant because the alloy components of chromium and nickel develop an 
invisible passivation layer.
If stainless steel hardware show signs of rust, they are caused by rust par-
ticles naturally present in the atmosphere. Rust particles as well as traces 
of dirt and grease can be removed with a household detergent suitable for 
stainless steel. 
Stainless steel hardware is also available with our Resista® surface guaran-
tee (see page 5). 

Polyamide:
HOPPE brand polyamide hardware is manufactured using high quality poly-
amide (PA) which not only has enhanced mechanical properties but is also 
impact and wear resistant. Combined with its anti-static properties, and 
weathering and chemical resistance makes it a favourite material for engi-
neering applications, such as hardware. HOPPE polyamide products are 
additionally UV-stabilised. Soiling can be removed with water and/or con-
ventional cleaners.

Brass:
HOPPE brand brass hardware is made of high quality brass alloys. The 
surface is protected either by a transparent lacquer of elevated adhesive 
strength and resistance to solvents and chemicals, by electro plating such 
as chrome-plating or by a special vacuum coating process. If the protec-
tive coat of lacquer is damaged by mechanical action such as accidental 
scratching with keys corrosion (tarnishing brown) can occur.
Brass hardware requires no special care. Dirt can easily be removed with a 
damp cloth. Use of caustic and abrasive cleansers should be avoided. 
Brass hardware is also available with our Resista® surface-guarantee (see 
page 5). 
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Resista®

Resista® – HOPPE’s surface guarantee

HOPPE Resista® hardware has a 10-year surface guarantee (please see 
“Guarantee” on the right-hand margin).

They are therefore ideal for coastal areas and highly frequented areas such as 
public buildings, shops and hotels.

All products with the Resista® surface guarantee have undergone continual 
quality testing and, when new, conform to the requirements of the European 
standard EN 1670 (“Locks and hardware – corrosion resistance – require-
ments and test methods”).

Care:
Dirt can easily be removed with a damp cloth. The use of caustic cleansers or 
chemicals should be avoided. No further special care is needed.

Brass sets with chrome finish in the 
duravert® and duraplus® product 
lines also have the HOPPE Resista® 
surface guarantee, providing 10 
years’ cover on the surface of these 
products, too. 

Guarantee

Guarantee:
As manufacturer, we guarantee, under the conditions 
set forth below, the durability of properly-used HOPPE 
hardware, over and above the seller’s legal liability for 
material defects. The Resista® surface guarantee in-
cludes all defects which can be proved to have been 
caused through fault in manufacturing or material, for 
example when the surface is tarnished or discoloured 
(appearance of spots) or the protective surface has 
become separated from its base material, and not 
through improper use.

Guarantee Exclusions:
All interchangeable parts, such as screws, connecting 
spindles and springs etc, are excluded from this guar-
antee. Furthermore, no liability will be assumed
for any damage caused through:
 - unsuitable or improper use
 - incorrect or negligent treatment
 - disregard for instructions for fitting or care
 - alterations or repair by the enduser or a third party
 - chemical or physical agents, where the surface has 

been improperly treated, for example by sharp-
edged instruments.

Guarantee Conditions:
This guarantee relates, within the guarantee period, 
solely to either replacing the handle free of charge 
or to repairing same free of charge, on behalf of the 
original enduser, this decision being at HOPPE’s dis-
cretion. Costs and expenses, postage and packaging 
and similar, as incurred by the complainant, shall not 
be reimbursed. Claim to guarantee shall only occur on 
presentation of the product itself and the receipt and 
shall not exceed the original purchase price.

Guarantee period:
The guarantee period shall be for 10 years and shall 
begin on the day of purchase by the original enduser. 
In the event of any claim, complainants should address 
themselves directly to the seller or manufacturer pre-
senting both the product and the receipt.

HOPPE Holding AG
Via Friedrich Hoppe
7537 Müstair
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Operational guarantee

HOPPE’s operational guarantee

According to HOPPE, a brand name product keeps its promise of quality to 
the enduser. As a way of ensuring this, HOPPE gives a 10-year guarantee 
on all door and window handles (as long as the respective assembly and 
maintenance guidelines are fulfilled; please see “Guarantee” on the right-hand 
margin).

HOPPE brand name products undergo numerous tests to ensure flawless 
operation. Static impact tests and durability tests are also made depending 
on the product type. These closely reflect the everyday knocks hardware has 
to take and extend beyond the tests and requirements of DIN EN 1906 or 
RAL-GZ 607/9.

Whereas for DIN EN 1906 and RAL-GZ 607/9 hardware is tested in isolation, 
HOPPE, more realistically, conducts operational tests on the door and window 
itself. This means that not just the function, but also the durability of the 
attachment between hardware and door or window, too, is tested. 

HOPPE realistically tests door and window 
handles in situ, – on doors and windows.

With the 10-year operational guarantee, HOPPE extends way beyond the 
statutory 4 years of European regulations.

The next page gives you an overview of the operational guarantee tests made 
by HOPPE.
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1. Tests on door handles
There are two durability grades for door handles in DIN EN 1906 necessitating 
durability tests with various test cycles.

• Grade 6:
Medium frequency of use, for residential hardware: 100,000 test cycles (1 test 
cycle = once opening and closing of a door).

• Grade 7:
High frequency of use, for non-residential hardware: 200,000 test cycles.

Application-related standards are set for the HOPPE operational guarantee. 
In all durability tests, the door handles are tested on the doors themselves. 
Residential hardware is tested in 182,500 operational cycles (1 cycle = 1 x 
opening and closing the door) and handles for non-residential use are tested 
in 255,500 operational cycles. This is the equivalent of 50 or 70 operational 
cycles a day over a period of 10 years. Neither the door handle itself, nor any 
part of it, must become loose during the course of the test. The sets are then 
tested for their stability, ensuring they work flawlessly. 

2. Tests on window handles

RAL-GZ 607/9 prescribes 10.000 tilt/turn test cycles in durability tests for 
window handles.
HOPPE, again, tests in an application-related way. In tests for the operational 
guarantee, HOPPE window handles undergo a 15,000 tilt/turn cycle test on 
the window itself. This is the equivalent to 4 x opening and closing plus 4 x 
tilting and closing per day over 10 years (1 tilt/turn cycle = 1 x opening and 
closing of the window plus 1 x tilting and closing of window). The window 
handles are then tested for their stability to ensure perfect operation.

Still the Handle of Excellence, 
even after 10 years’ hard use!

Guarantee

Guarantee:
As manufacturer, we guarantee, under the conditions 
set forth below, the durability of properly-used HOPPE 
hardware, over and above the seller’s legal liability for 
material defects. The guarantee applies to the function 
of HOPPE door and window hardware and includes 
all defects which can be proved to have been caused 
through fault in manufacturing or material.
The operational guarantee includes the following fea-
tures:
 - transfer of the rotary motion to the door lock or the 

window turn-/tilt-hardware
 - locking mechanism (in the case of window handles 

with special functions: lockable, push-to-open, 
Secustik®)

Guarantee Exclusions:
All interchangeable parts, such as screws, connecting 
spindles etc, are excluded from this guarantee. Fur-
thermore, no liability will be assumed for any damage 
caused through:
 - unsuitable and improper use,
 - incorrect or negligent treatment,
 - the disregard of instructions for fitting or care, al-

terations and repair by the enduser or a third party,
 - chemical or physical agents, where the surface has 

been improperly treated, for example by sharp-
edged instruments,

 - elements (door, window) and/or hardware parts 
(e.g. locks, hinges etc.) which do not work perfectly.

Guarantee Conditions:
This guarantee relates, within the guarantee pe-
riod, solely to either replacing the handle free of 
charge or to repairing same free of charge, on 
behalf of the original enduser, this decision being 
at HOPPE’s discretion. Costs and expenses, post-
age and packaging and similar, as incurred by the 
complainant, shall not be reimbursed. Claim to 
guarantee shall only occur on presentation of the 
product itself and the receipt and shall not exceed 
the original purchase price.

Guarantee period:
The guarantee period shall be for 10 years and 
shall begin on the day of purchase by the original 
enduser. In the event of any claim, complainants 
should address themselves directly to the seller or 
manufacturer presenting both the product and the 
receipt.

HOPPE Holding AG
Via Friedrich Hoppe
7537 Müstair

HOPPE test criteria

15,000 
• operational test cycles 
• on the window

HOPPE test criteria

182,500 operational 
test cycles on the door

255,500 operational 
test cycles on the door
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Windows and breaking in

Windows and breaking in

About two-thirds of all break-ins in detached houses occur through windows 
or French doors. Common ways of breaking in are by forcing the window 
with levers or by tampering with the window fitting from outside, whereby the 
window handle can be moved to the open position. Tilted windows, too, can 
be an invitation for burglars. The window handle can be reached through the 
opening and then turned to the opening position, thereby allowing free entry 
into the house.
HOPPE can provide more protection for windows with the technical solu-
tions Secustik®, Secu100® and Secu100® + Secustik®.

• Secustik® technology
 Window handles with Secustik® technology hinder unauthorised tamper-

ing with the window fitting from outside by an integrated jamming mecha-
nism. The precision clicking of the blocking mechanism when engaging 
itself is the audible sign of more security for your windows. For more infor-
mation about this technology see page 15. 

• Secu100® technology
 The Secu100® technology prevents the turning and pulling off of the win-

dow handle up to a torque of 100 Nm*. For more information about this 
technology see page 19.

* 1 Nm (Newton metre) is equal to the torque resulting from a force of one Newton applied 
perpendicularly to a lever arm which is 1 metre long.

• Secu100® + Secustik® technology
 The Secu100® + Secustik® combines the Secu100® with Secustik® tech-

nology. With this, not only is there a high degree of safety when locked, but 
also an in-built permanent, basic security even when unlocked. For more 
information about this technology see page 20. 

On the following pages you will find not only detailed information about win-
dow handles but also about relevant standards. You will also learn what 
distinguishes a HOPPE handle from others as well as finding out about the 
technology developed by HOPPE.

Standard

RAL-GZ 607/9 RAL-GZ 607/9
DIN EN 1627-
1630 (RC1-6)
RAL-GZ 607/9

DIN EN 1627-
1630 (RC1-6)
RAL-GZ 607/9
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DIN EN 13126-3, DIN 18267 and 
RAL-GZ 607/9

DIN EN 13126-3 for window handles

The European standard DIN EN 13126 comprises 19 parts relating to hard-
ware for windows and door height windows. Part 3 has been fully revised 
( February 2012 edition) and uses a 9-digit classification key (see page 11-13) 
to define requirements and testing procedures for handles, particularly Tilt 
and Turn, Tilt-First and Turn-Only hardware.
Two categories of use for handles were defined for the first digit of the classifi-
cation key, taking into account the various quality levels in Europe. The supe-
rior grade 2 reflects the tried-and-tested product properties of existing RAL 
window handles. The seventh digit defines three security grades for lockable 
window handles. They were designed in such way to match the requirements 
of the European burglar resistance standard DIN EN 1627.

The European standard DIN EN 13126 does not stipulate any requirements 
in terms of window handle dimensions. These requirements are defined in 
DIN 18267 (e.g., square spindle  7 mm, screw fixing distance 43 mm).

The revised DIN EN 13126-3 also forms the basis for the revised quality 
guideline RAL-GZ 607/9 (September 2012 edition). As a minimum require-
ment, the window handles must meet grade 2 of category of use and 
grade 2 or 3 in the security category (see tables on page 9-10). Addition-
nally, RAL-GZ 607/9 uses the following classifications:

• RAL
 Window handles with RAL-compatible click mechanism, min. 10,000 tilt 

and turn cycles, min. 48 h corrosion resistance in salt spray test.

RAL minimum requirements in accordance with DIN EN 13126-3:

Category of 
use Durability Mass Fire 

 resistance Safety in use Corrosion 
resistance Security Application Test size

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 0/0 C1 –

Category of 
use Durability Mass Fire 

 resistance Safety in use Corrosion 
resistance Security Application Test size

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 2/1* C1 –

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 2/3** C1 –

*  Non-keyed locking mechanism **  Keyed locking mechanism

• RAL100
 Keyed or non-keyed lockable window handle with RAL-compatible click 

mechanism, min. 10,000 tilt and turn cycles, min. 48 h corrosion resistance 
in salt spray test, 100 Nm resistance against forceful turning and pulling, 
non-keyed locking mechanism or keyed locking mechanism with at least 
100 possible locking variations.

RAL100 – minimum classification in accordance with DIN EN 13126-3:
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DIN EN 13126-3, DIN 18267 and RAL-GZ 607/9

RAL200 – minimum classification in accordance with DIN EN 13126-3:

Category of 
use Durability Mass Fire 

 resistance Safety in use Corrosion 
resistance Security Application Test size

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 3/1* C1 –

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 3/3** C1 –

*  Non-keyed locking mechanism **  Keyed locking mechanism

• RAL200
 Keyed or non-keyed lockable window handle with RAL-compatible click 

mechanism, min. 10,000 tilt and turn cycles, min. 48 h corrosion resistance 
in salt spray test, 200 Nm resistance against forceful turning and pulling, 
non-keyed locking mechanism or keyed locking mechanism with at least 
100 possible locking variations.

Obtaining the RAL Quality Mark requires compliance with the minimum re-
quirements defined in accordance with DIN EN 13126-3, constant internal 
and external supervision by a recognised test institute. This ensures a con-
sistently high level of quality.

The following pages explain the classification key in DIN EN 13126-3.

HOPPE window handles with RAL
HOPPE window handles based on U10, U26 and U34 rosettes and Secustik® 
US10, US945, US952 and US956 rosettes are tested to DIN EN 13126-3, 
meet the dimesional requirements of DIN 18267 and fulfil the quality and test 
specifications of RAL-GZ 607/9.

HOPPE window handles with RAL100 
The Secu100®  and Secu100® + Secustik® lockable window handles meet 
the dimensional requirements of DIN 18267 and are suitable for use in bur-
glary-resistant windows meeting resistance classes RC1 to RC6 of DIN EN 
1627. 

For RAL100 certification

HOPPE window handles with RAL200
The Secu200 lockable window handles based on U52Z, U945Z and U11Z 
rosettes meet the dimensional requirements of DIN 18267, are suitable for 
use in burglary-resistant windows meeting resistance classes RC1 to RC6 of 
DIN EN 1627 and fulfil the quality and test specifications of RAL-GZ 607/9.
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1st digit: Category of use (corresponding to the main test parameter)

Grade 3/90 10,000 turn-only cycles

Grade 4/90 15,000 turn-only cycles

Grade 5/90 25,000 turn-only cycles

Grade 3/180 10,000 tilt and turn cycles

Grade 4/180 15,000 tilt and turn cycles

Grade 5/180 25,000 tilt and turn cycles

The classification key in DIN EN 13126-3:2012-02

3rd digit: Mass
No requirement accoring to the main section of EN 13126-1

4th digit: Fire resistance
No requirement accoring to the main section of EN 13126-1

5th digit: Safety in use
Grade 1 in accordance with main section of EN 13126-1

6th digit: Corrosion resistance
Minimum grade 2 of EN 1670, in accordance with main section of EN 13126-1

2nd digit: Durability

Grade 1

Click torque before and after dura-
bility testing

Between-clicks torque Click-out torque Difference
M0 ≤ 1.4 Nm Ma ≤ 6.0 Nm Md ≥ 0.4 Nm

Free play perpendicular or parallel 
to the mounting plane Δ ≤  6 mm

Torsional strength 200 N/85 mm/30 s Permissible deformation Δ ≤  5 mm

Tensile strength of spindle joining F ≥ 100 N

Eccentric tensile strength F = 600 N

Grade 2

Click torque before and after dura-
bility testing

Between-clicks torque Click-out torque Difference
M0 ≤ 0.8 Nm Ma ≤ 4.0 Nm Md ≥ 0.8 Nm

Free play perpendicular or parallel 
to the mounting plane Δ ≤  4 mm

Torsional strength 200 N/85 mm/30 s Permissible deformation Δ ≤  2 mm

Tensile strength of spindle joining F ≥ 100 N

Eccentric tensile strength F = 1,200 N
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DIN EN 13126-3, DIN 18267 and RAL-GZ 607/9

7th digit: Security (in accordance with additional test parameters)

Grade 0: Without security

Grade 1: 35 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off

Grade 2: 100 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off

Grade 3: 200 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off

Extension 0: No locking mechanism

Extension 1: Non-keyed locking mechanism

Extension 2: Keyed locking mechanism with ≤ 99 locking varieties

Extension 3: Keyed locking mechanism with ≥ 100 locking varieties

This results in the following possible combinations for the 7th digit:

0/0 Without security/without locking mechanism 

1/1
35 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/non-
keyed locking mechanism

1/2 35 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with ≤ 99 locking variations 

1/3 35 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with minimum 100 locking variations 

2/1 100 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/non-
keyed locking mechanism

2/2 100 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with ≤ 99 locking variations 

2/3 100 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with minimum 100 locking variations 

3/1 200 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/non-
keyed locking mechanism

3/2 200 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with ≤ 99 locking variations

3/3 200 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing-off/keyed 
locking mechanism with minimum 100 locking variations

8th digit: Application
Applicable part of this European standard: Grade 3

Application N: No click function

Application C: Click function

Type 1: Window handle

Type 2: Geared window handle
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3/N1 Part 3/no click function/window handle

3/N2 Part 3/no click function/geared window handle

3/C1 Part 3/with click function/window handle

3/C2 Part 3/with click function/geared window handle

9th digit: Test size
No requirement

Example:

Category of 
use Durability Mass Fire 

 resistance Safety in use Corrosion 
resistance Security Application Test size

2 3/180 – 0 1 2 3/3 3/C1 –

Explanation:

1st digit: Handle with category of use grade 2

2nd digit: Tested with 10,000 tilt and turn cycles

3rd digit:  No requirements for window mass  
(not requested)

4th digit:  No requirements for fire resistance 
(not requested)

5th digit: Safety in use grade 1 (only provided as such)

6th digit: Corrosion resistance grade 2 according to DIN EN 1670 
 (corresponding to 48 h in neutral salt spray test)

7th digit:  200 Nm resistance against twisting-off and forcing off and 
a keyed locking mechanism with at least 100 locking  
variations

8th digit:  Application as window handle with click mechanism

9th digit:  No requirements for window test size  
(not requested)

This results in the following possible combinations for the 8th digit:
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Fitting HOPPE window handles

Fitting example:
To fit the handle all you need to do 
is put it in the opening (horizontal) 
position with the partial cover cap 
slightly raised and turned. Now you 
have free access to both screw-
holes. 

partial cover cap

screw holes

Partial cover cap 
(covers the front part of the rose base)

Full cover cap 
(covers the rose base completely)

Fitting HOPPE window handles

You can fit or remove HOPPE window handles easily as they come with 
either a full cover cap or with a partial cover cap.

Window handle with 
partial cover cap

Window handle with 
full cover cap

Fitting example:
When assembling, the handle just 
has to be put in the opening (hori-
zontal) position with the full cover 
cap removed from the front of the 
rosette via the neck and turned to 
the side. Now you have free access 
to the screw points.

full cover cap

screw holes
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Secustik® – The window handle
with the built-in security you can hear

Secustik® window handles contain a patented jamming-device which 
provides integrated security. This makes it more 
difficult to move the window fitting unlawfully from 
outside. It works by a coupling element acting as 
a sort of mechanical diode. This allows for normal 
use of the window handle from inside, but jams the 
handle if anyone tries to turn it from outside by way 
of the fitting.

As the handle is turned through 180 degrees 
from the closed position to the tilt position, the 

jamming-device makes a series of clicks – proof of the built-in security you 
can hear.

Secustik® is a registered trademark and protected by patent.

This is how the typical Secustik® clicks are made

Patented blocking mecha-
nism of the Secustik® window 
handle.

As the window handle is 
turned, the sprung secu-
rity bolts 1  click as they go 
over special notches 2  in 
the housing, indicating the 
built-in security.

As the handle is turned, the 
security bolts 1  are carried 
by the coupling element( 3  
to the individual notches 
2 , producing the clicking 

sound.

2

2
2

2

2 2
2

2

1

1 1

132

2 2
2

2

2

2
22

2

This is how Secustik® technology effectively helps impede break-ins.

As a break-in is attempted, 
the security bolts 1  are 
forced into special notches 
2  in the housing by a sec-

ond coupling element 3 .

It’s in this position that the 
security bolts 1  effectively 
impede the turning of the 
window handle from outside.

3

2 11

2

Secustik®

European Patent
EP 112150
Secustik®

Got to www.hoppe.com to see 
Secustik® documentation and a 
film. If you have any questions 
please get in touch with your 
HOPPE contact person.

www.hoppe.com
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The adjustable spindle from HOPPE

The perfect fit! The window handle with adjustable spindle

There are many different profile systems available for aluminium, wood and 
PVC windows, and this stems in no small part from energy saving require-
ments and safety concerns, as well as design considerations. What is more, 
these systems also require compatible spindle lengths.

It follows that a range of window handles with different spindle lengths must 
be held in stock. This is inconvenient and leads to considerable additional 
logistical and administrative costs.

The product solution from HOPPE

A single window handle for a range of window profiles. With the adjust-
able spindle for window handles, you will have the right spindle length for 
a variety of window profiles already in stock.

This is because the length of the adjustable spindle in the window handle 
adapts to the depth of the individual window profile, which is enabled by 
means of a pressure spring fitted on the spindle in the inside of the window 
handle. Thanks to the spring mechanism, the spindle is pressed smoothly 
into the square recess of the gear follower, ensuring a perfect fit.
The window handle can be used with an installation depth range of up to 
10 mm. It can be installed with ease and flexibility on window profiles of 
various depths.

The integrated Secustik® technology* hinders movement of the window 
fitting and turning of the spindle from outside. Naturally, the Secustik® 
window handle with adjustable spindle has been tested to RAL.

Compared to the current window handles with fixed spindle lengths, 
the new window handle with adjustable spindle reduces the number of  
variants considerably. The associated cost saving potential from the  
reduction in complexity is clear to see.

* Window handles with Secustik® 
technology feature a patented 
locking mechanism to protect 
against unauthorised movement 
of the window fitting and turning 
of the spindle from outside.
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• Flexible use on windows with various profile cross sections thanks to 
pressure spring integrated into the handle neck

• Patented smooth adjustment to the depth of the individual window profile
• Length adjustable up to 10 mm
• Also available with lockable window handles
• Window handle contains patented lock mechanism that uses tried-and-

tested Secustik® technology
• Great potential for savings on storage and logistical costs
• 10-year operational guarantee
• Brand quality, tested to RAL

Overview of the special features of the Secustik® window 
handle with adjustable spindle:

The adjustable spindle is used with the Secustik® window handle models 
New York and Toulon. It is supplied in the 32–42 mm version (projecting 
spindle length), complete with 2 pairs of screws. Additional spindle length 
ranges are available upon request. 

European Patent EP 2107187
Secustik® window handle with 
adjustable spindle

Secustik® window handle with adjustable spindle. Projecting spindle length 42 mm.

Gear

Solid spindle

42 mm

Pressure
spring

Secustik® window handle with adjustable spindle. Projecting spindle length 32 mm.

Gear

Pressure
spring

Solid spindle

32 mm
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SecuDuplex® – The window handle with 
innovative double function

The SecuDuplex® window handle connects the push-to-open technology 
with a locking cylinder. The two functions combined – that’s the innovative 
double function technology developed by HOPPE.

“Normal” lockable window handle:
With a normal lockable window handle, the handle can be moved when the 
locking cylinder is unlocked by the key. If the locking cylinder is pressed in 
the closed or 180° tilt position, the window handle remains locked.

SecuDuplex® window handle with innovative double function:
With the SecuDuplex® window handle and its double function, the handle 
can only be moved when the push button locking cylinder is unlocked and 
then pressed when turning. This means, once unlocked with the key, the 
handle can only be moved by pressing the push button locking cylinder, too. 
If the push button locking cylinder is not pressed, the handle remains locked 
in the 0° closed or 180° tilt position.

• Moving the window hardware and turning the spindle from the outside 
is made more difficult by automatic locking (push-to-open technology) – 
even when the window is not locked.

• Locking the window handle by key prevents the unwarranted moving of 
the handle from inside, and attempted break-in from outside is made con-
siderably more difficult.

Unlock, keep pressed, turn!

31 2

SecuDuplex®
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Secu100® – standard for performance, security and ease 
of use

Secu100® – The performance standard

• The handles meet the requirements of the European standard DIN EN 
1627-1630 so they can be sold throughout the European Union 

• Attractive and well-proven handle designs, matching the (013) London, 
(0810) New York and (0710) Tôkyô series

• Meets the DIN 18104-1 standard for burglar-resistant retrofitted products – 
meaning additional sales opportunities in the renovation area

• Attractive benefit/price ratio

Can resist a forceful turning or pulling of the window-handle from the 
rose up to 100 Nm

Secu100® is protected by trademark.

Secu100® – The standard for ease of use

• Enables quick and easy locking of the closed or tilted window „at the touch 
of the button“ on the lock

• Increased ease of use by means of the large reversible key

turning pulling

Secu100® – The security standard

• Lockable window handle with a tested torque of 100 Nm: High mechanical 
security hampering break-ins and effective protection against tampering 
by children

• Meets all requirements of resistance classes RC1-6 when used with the 
appropriate window element

Secu100®
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Secu100® + Secustik®

Secu100® + Secustik® = the standard for ease and built-in 
security you can hear

The Secu100® + Secustik® window handle combines the technology of 
the Secu100® and Secustik®. This not only creates a high standard of me-
chanical safety when locked, but also a permanent basic security when not 
locked. This means that:

It is the Secustik® technology which helps impede unlawful tampering of the 
window-handle from outside by an integrated blocking mechanism. The 
clicking sound is the audible sign of greater basic security.

Secu100® + Secustik® is a registered trademark.

The Secu100® technology is able to resist a forceful turning or pulling 
of the window-handle from the rosette up to 100 Nm

turning pulling

Secu100® + Secustik® – The most important advantages

• The handles meet the requirements of the European standard DIN EN 
1627-1630 so they can be sold throughout the European Union

• Meets the DIN 18104-1 standard for burglar-resistant retrofitted products – 
meaning additional sales opportunities in the renovation area

• They also meet the requirements of all resistance classes of DIN EN 1627-
1630 RC1-6, when used with the appropriate window

• Attractive and successful handle designs matching the Luxembourg (099), 
Atlanta (0530), Brugge (0715), Metz (0738) and Brest (0739) series
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Lockable and easy to use –
window handles with the US950S rose

The lockable window handle rose US950S is equipped with the 
Secu100® + Secustik® technology developed by HOPPE. This ensures both 
high mechanical security when locked as well as a permanent basic security 
when not locked. What this means is that:

The Secu100® technology prevents the turning and pulling off of the win-
dow handle up to a torque of 100 Nm. 
In addition, the patented Secustik® technology effectively hampers unlaw-
ful tampering of the window handle from outside by an integrated jamming 
mechanism – even when the window handle has not been locked with a 
locking cylinder! It is the movement of the catches which makes the audible 
sign of increased basic security in your window.

Possibility to fit the locking 
cylinder on the bottom 

or the top of the rose

US950S

The new window handle rose can be fitted with a locking cylinder which 
points upwards or downwards so you can choose the way you prefer. 

The most important advantages of window handles
with the US950S rose at a glance

• With Secu100® + Secustik® technology: high mechanical security in the 
locked position, permanent basic security in the non-locked position

• Very easy to use as a result of variable positioning of the locking cylinder 
and large reversible keys

• Quick and easy locking of the tilted or closed window by pressing the 
cylinder

• Wide choice of designs in aluminium, stainless steel or brass to suit  
individual tastes

• Meets the requirements of the European standard DIN EN 1627-1630 and 
can be sold throughout the European Union

• Meets the requirements of DIN 18104-1 for burglary-resistant retrofitted 
products providing increased sales opportunities in the renovation sector

• When used with the appropriate windows, meets the requirements of all 
resistance classes RC 1-6

• Also available for TBT4 windows
European Patent EP 1837461
US950S rose

Nylon base

Zamak* base

Solid spindle
(split)

Guiding ring

Cover cap

Allen screw

Receiver handle

Locking cylinder
with reversible key

Solid spindle * Zinc alloy
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Child safety device KISI2

One less thing to worry about: 
the KISI2 child safety device for window handles  

Children learn incredibly fast – usually by simply watching, copying and try-
ing things out. Doing so allows them to take important steps in their devel-
opment – but it may also put them in danger. In certain situations you need 
to dampen your children's hunger for exploration in order to protect them.

With the KISI2 (KISI = Keep Infants Safe Inside), HOPPE provides a child 
safety device for window handles which must be operated with both hands, 
thereby complying with the latest requirements for protection against un-
authorised opening. In addition, it has a much subtler design than standard 
child protection devices on the window market: the KISI2 safety device 
featuring inconspicuous pushers can be combined with window handles 
from the tried and tested Atlanta, Tôkyô and New York series.

KISI2 complies with the Swedish standard SS3587 and has been tested in 
accordance with the Nordtest method NT CONS 018.

Closed window Push both pushers simultaneously

1 2

3

Hold and turn

European patent
EP 1722048
KISI – child safety device

4

Open the window

Every KISI2 comes with a tag giving 
fitting and operation instructions as 
well as the contact adress. It can be 
removed after fitting.

KISI2

Two-handed operation works as follows: 
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Time is money – quicker and better:
The HOPPE Quick-Fit connection

With normal door handle installation, lots of steps have to be taken, quite 
often not without awkward fumbling. This is tedious and takes time. What 
is infinitely better is the HOPPE Quick-Fit connection. With its advanced 
technology, door handles can be installed in one simple step – and to last! 

The key point of the technology is the blocking mechanism, developed by 
HOPPE, in the receiver handle. This holds the solid spindle of the other han-
dle firmly and without play. It is with the whole width of the spindle that maxi-
mum torque transmission is achieved. The HOPPE Quick-Fit connection is 
a variable axial handle fitting, tested according to DIN EN 1906 and can be 
used for various door-thicknesses (in a defined area).

The advantages of the HOPPE Quick-Fit connection at a glance:

• Very quick door handle fitting: around 75% time saving compared  
with normal fitting

• No Allen screw or transverse spindles needed
 - no hole for Allen screw needed
 - no alignment of the spindle necessary 
when tightening the Allen screw
 - no loosening of the Allen screw or spindle possible

• Integrated blocking mechanism in the receiver handle
 - no tools needed for installation
 - play-free handle connection
 - long-lasting, firm fitting of the door handles

• Use of a solid spindle
 - solid spindle for maximum torque transmission

• Variable axial handle fitting tested to DIN EN 1906
 - can be used for various door-thicknesses 
(in a defined area)

• Easy and quick removal of door handles
 - eg, with the Allen key included or a screwdriver

Just insert one 
handle into the other 

– and it is done!

HOPPE Quick-Fit connection

Important: 
HOPPE Quick-Fit products should 
not be combined with spindles 
from other manufacturers! 

Door handle fitting 
in about 8 seconds only

European Patent EP 1683933
U.S. patent no. 7,686,357
HOPPE Quick-Fit connection

You can find HOPPE Quick-Fit con-
nection films (assembly and disas-
sembly) at www.hoppe.com. If 
you have any questions please get 
in touch with your HOPPE contact 
person.

www.hoppe.com
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The HOPPE Group Profile

The HOPPE Group

In 1952, Friedrich Hoppe founded a company for the manufacture of door 
hardware in Heiligenhaus near Düsseldorf, the former heartland of Germany’s 
lock and hardware industry. In 1954 he moved the business to Stadtallendorf 
(north of Frankfurt) and in so doing laid the foundation for continual growth.

Today, the HOPPE Group, an internationally active company with its head-
quarters in Switzerland, is led by Wolf Hoppe and Christoph Hoppe in its 
second generation.

With more than 2,600 people it employs in seven plants in Europe and the 
USA as well as its international marketing, the owner-run HOPPE family busi-
ness is the European leader in the development, manufacture and marketing 
of hardware systems for doors and windows.

In fairness to employees, customers, suppliers and the regions in which HOPPE 
is located, the company pursues the principle of profitability before turnover. 
The following beliefs make the HOPPE Group what it is today:

“Creativity is intelligent 
thinking against the norm”, 

the result being: 
“Different from and better than others”.
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Company Structure since 08/2014

not legally independent unit
legally independent unit

HOPPE Holding AG
CH-Müstair

D-Stadtallendorf
HOPPE AG

I-Lana
HOPPE AG

CZ-Chomutov
HOPPE s.r.o.

North America, Inc.
USA-Fort Atkinson, WI

CH-Müstair
HOPPE AG

GB-Wolverhampton
HOPPE (UK) Ltd.

I-Laas
Plant

I-Schluderns
Plant

HOPPE

D-Stadtallendorf
Plant

D-Bromskirchen
Plant

D-Crottendorf
Plant

Representative
O�ce Russia
RUS-Moscow

Representative

UA-Kiev
O�ce Ukraine

Representative
O�ce Finland
FIN-Tuusula

HOPPE
España S.L.
E-Sant Cugat del Valles

HOPPE 
(Shanghai) Ltd.
CN-Shanghai

Representative
O�ce Middle East
UAE-Dubai

Representative
O�ce Turkey
TR-Istanbul

Representative
O�ce Sweden
S-Kungsbacka

HOPPE
France E.U.R.L.
F-Illzach

CDN-Mississauga
North America, Inc.
HOPPE
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Consideration for the Environment

At HOPPE, consideration for the  environ-
ment is of “constitutional”  importance. 
Some examples are:
• the manufacture of hardware in an 

environmentally-considerate way
• the recycling of waste-water and the use 

of a circulatory system for water required 
in manufacture

• bio-degradable packaging
• the use of recyclable scrap in the internal 

raw material cycle
• the use of process heat
• the generation of alternative energy
• energy efficiency measures

All production facilities of the HOPPE 
Group in Germany, Italy and the Czech 
Republic are certified to DIN EN ISO 14001:2009 (Environmental Manage-
ment System). Since 2014, HOPPE AG, Stadtallendorf, is certified to DIN EN 
ISO 50001:2011 (Energy Management System).

The Product Range

For everyone who wants to upgrade their surroundings, HOPPE, Europe’s 
leading brand of door and window handles, can fit in with any personal living 
and furniture style. With high quality and fair price, our products enhance 
everyone’s choice of interior decor.
There is something for every situation in the extensive product range. HOPPE 
products are tradesman’s first choice.
HOPPE not only offers a wide range of attractive handles for doors and windows 
but also develops specific solutions. Thus a building or an apartment can be 
equipped with the “Handle of Excellence” form the representative entrance door 
to the interior doors and windows and, what is more, in a choice of materials 
such as aluminium, stainless steel, nylon or brass.

Handle of Excellence.

Enjoy the feel of quality. Indeed, touching 
a quality handle reassures you that you 
have made the right choice. Hardware 
with this logo  is a brand-name product, 
which, in our view, is tantamount to a 
promise of quality. 
All production plants of the HOPPE 
Group in Germany, Italy and the Czech 
Republic are certified in accordance with 
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. Continuous  
striving for improvement in quality re-
mains a permanent process.

HOPPE is aware that simply manu-
facturing a faultless product is not 
sufficient today. Among the important 

criteria HOPPE considers, are efficient manufacturing to quality standards, 
complying with current regulations, short product life-cycles and, above all, 
close attention to customer requirements.

25
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How to recognise original HOPPE products

The HOPPE logo  is the visible sign of the manufacturer and thereby an 
important factor in product liability. Should there be any problem, you can 
always turn to the manufacturer, unlike with “no name products”.

On door handle sets, you will find the HOPPE logo on:
• the exterior side of the backplates 1  and roses 2

• the rear side of the die cast plates 3
• the HOPPE profile spindle 4

The original

It is not only the HOPPE logo, but the grips 10  and the HOPPE Quick-Fit 
connection 11  too, which give you the assurance of having a genuine 
HOPPE product.

On window handle sets, you will find the HOPPE logo on:
• the cover plate 5  (if there is no customer logo)
• the rose 6
• the notch ring 7
• the key 8
• the rear side of the handle neck 9  (of lockable window handles)

3 41 2

7 85 6 9

10

11

26
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Atlanta
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 Atlanta – 0530S/US952 (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F1

duraplus®

F9016F8707

 Atlanta – 0530/US952

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F1 F9016F8707

 Atlanta – PSK-0530/US952-1

HOPPE aluminium handle with Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F1 F9016F8707

Atlanta (Aluminium)

F4

F4

F4
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 Atlanta – 1530/3346

HOPPE aluminium handle set on narrow backplate for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 26-0130U
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle
• Base: stainless steel, supporting lugs
• Fixing: visible inside, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws, cover caps for screw heads

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

 Atlanta – 1530/3346SN

HOPPE aluminium handle half set on narrow backplate for profile doors (interior):
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handle, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle, pre-assembled
• Base: stainless steel
• Fixing: visible, plastic dowels, cover caps for screw heads (order screws for plastic dowels, fixing nuts for 

aluminium doors or expanding lugs for PVC doors separately)

 Atlanta – 1530/30P/30PS

HOPPE aluminium handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 37-0140A
• Bearing: loose door handles, non-handed spring cassette, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (spindle - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, for multi-purpose screws

F4

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

F9

F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

F4

F9016

F9

F9016

F9
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 Atlanta – 0530/66N/U26/0530/66NS/49PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F4F1

F9016F8707

 Atlanta – 099KH/66N/U26/0530/66NS/49PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors, exterior with short neck:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

duraplus®

Atlanta (Aluminium)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F4F1

F9016F8707

F9

F9
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Brest

31
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 Brest – 0739S/US954 (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

duraplus®

Brest (Aluminium)

 Brest – 0739/US954

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F4 F9016F8707

 Brest – PSK-0739/US954-1

HOPPE aluminium handle with Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F4 F9016F8707

F1

F1

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F4 F9016F8707F1
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 Brest – 1739RH/30P/30PS

HOPPE aluminium handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 37-0140U
• Bearing: loose door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (spindle - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, for multi-purpose screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9

F4F1

F9016F8707

 Brest – 0739/66N/U26/0739/66NS/49PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

 Brest – 0990KH/66N/U26/0739/66NS/49PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors, exterior with short neck:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F1

F9016F8707

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9
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Dallas
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duraplus®

 Dallas – 1643/US950S (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: full cover cap
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

 Dallas – 0643/US944

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: full cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

 Dallas – PSK-0643/US944

HOPPE aluminium handle with Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9 
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: full cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Dallas (Aluminium)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4
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Dallas (Stainless steel, Brass)

 Dallas – E1643Z/US950S (100 Nm)

HOPPE stainless steel lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Lock: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: full cover cap
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finish (Stainless steel):

F69

 Dallas – E0643/US944

HOPPE stainless steel turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: full cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finish (Stainless steel):

F69

 Dallas – M0643S/US943 (100 Nm)

HOPPE brass lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Lock: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 45°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon with brass frame, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Brass):

F49-RF41-R F77-RF71

The Resista® guarantee applies to all finishes 
with the letter R in the finish key.
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Dallas (Brass)

duraplus®

 Dallas – M0643/US943

HOPPE brass turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon with brass frame, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

 Dallas – M1643/844P/844PS

HOPPE brass handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Bearing: loose door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (receiver - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, multi-purpose screws

Finishes (Brass):

F49-RF41-R F77-RF71

The Resista® guarantee applies to all finishes 
with the letter R in the finish key.

The Resista® guarantee applies to all finishes with the letter R 
in the finish key.

Finishes (Brass):

F41-R F71F49-R F77-R

Finishes (Brass):

F49-RF41-R F77-RF71

The Resista® guarantee applies to all finishes 
with the letter R in the finish key.

 Dallas – PSK-M0643/US943

HOPPE brass handle with Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Stop-in position: 45°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon with brass frame, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security
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New York

39
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duraplus®

New York (Aluminium)

 New York – 0810SVS/U10

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle with SecuDuplex®:
• Locking mechanism: push button locking cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F1

F9016F8707

 New York – 0810/US10

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1

F9

F4

F8707

F3 F4

F9016
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 New York – 0810/U26

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4 F9016

KISI2 F U26

HOPPE child safety device (KISI) for aluminium turn/tilt window handles with U26 rosette:
• Tested to the Swedish Standard SS-3587 and Nordtest Methode NT CONS 018
• Rotate stop: 180°, with automatic locking
• Rosette: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: for HOPPE solid spindle without notch
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws, to be mounted between window handle and window frame
• Special feature: the window handle can only be operated if the push devices of the child safety device are 

operated at the same time

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4 F9016
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duraplus®

New York (Aluminium)

 New York – PSK-0810/U10

HOPPE aluminium handle for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F1

F9016F8707

 New York – PSK-0810S/U10 (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable handle with Secu100® for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechansim: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F1

F9016F8707

F4F3

F4F3
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 New York – 1810/3346SN

HOPPE aluminium handle half set on narrow backplate for profile doors (interior):
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handle, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle, pre-assembled
• Base: stainless steel
• Fixing: visible, plastic dowels, cover caps for screw heads (order screws for plastic dowels, fixing nuts for 

aluminium doors or expanding lugs for PVC doors separately)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

F9

F9016

 New York – 1810/3346

HOPPE aluminium handle set on narrow backplate for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 26-0130U
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle
• Base: stainless steel, supporting lugs
• Fixing: visible inside, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws, cover caps for screw heads

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

F3

F9016

F4 F9
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duraplus®

New York (Aluminium)

 New York – 0810/961N/U10/0810/962NS/962PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

 New York – 099KH/961N/U10/0810/962NS/962PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors, exterior with short neck:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

F4F1

F9016F8707

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F4F1

F9016F8707

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

 New York – 1810/30P/30PS

HOPPE aluminium handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 37-0140A
• Bearing: loose door handles, non-handed spring cassettes, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (spindle - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, multi-purpose screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F8707

F9

F9016
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Tôkyô

45
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duraplus®

Tôkyô (Aluminium)

 Tôkyô – 0710S/U26

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle:
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F1

F9016F8707

 Tôkyô – 0710/U26

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9

F1

F9016F8707

KISI2 F U26

HOPPE child safety device (KISI) for aluminium turn/tilt window handles with U26 rosette:
• Tested to the Swedish Standard SS-3587 and Nordtest Methode NT CONS 018
• Rotate stop: 180°, with automatic locking
• Rosette: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: for HOPPE solid spindle without notch
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws, to be mounted between window handle and window frame
• Special feature: the window handle can only be operated if the push devices of the child safety device are 

operated at the same time

F2

F2

F3

F3

F4

F4

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4 F9016
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 Strasbourg – PSK-0735/U26

HOPPE aluminium handle for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F2F1 F4F3

 Tôkyô – 0710VK/U26

HOPPE cranked aluminium turn/tilt window handle:
• tested according to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F9F1

F9 F9016F8707

F9016
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duraplus®

Tôkyô (Aluminium)

 Tôkyô – 1710RH/3346

HOPPE aluminium handle set on narrow backplate for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 26-0130U
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle
• Base: stainless steel, supporting lugs
• Fixing: visible inside, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws, cover caps for screw heads

 Tôkyô – 76G/3346/1710RH

HOPPE aluminium knob/handle set on narrow backplate for profile doors:
• Bearing: fixed cranked knob on the outside, suitable for right and left hand; fixed/movable door handle on 

the inside, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE profile FDW-spindle
• Base: stainless steel, supporting lugs
• Fixing: visible inside, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws, cover caps for screw heads

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F4

F3

F9

F8707 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1

F4F3

F9 F8707

F9016

F2
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 Tôkyô – 1710RH/3346SN

HOPPE aluminium handle half set on narrow backplate for profile doors (interior):
• Bearing: fixed/movable door handle, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE solid spindle, pre-assembled
• Base: stainless steel
• Fixing: visible, plastic dowels, cover caps for screw heads (order screws for plastic dowels, fixing nuts for 

aluminium doors or expanding lugs for PVC doors separately)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F4

F9

F9016

F8707

 Tôkyô – 1710RH/30P/30PS

HOPPE aluminium handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 37-0140U
• Bearing: loose door handles, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (spindle - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, for multi-purpose screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F4

F8707

F9

F9016

F1 F3
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duraplus®

Tôkyô (Aluminium)

 Tôkyô – 099KH/66N/U26/0710/66NS/49PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors, exterior with short neck:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

F3F1

F9016F8707

Finishes (Aluminium):

 0600KH/960

HOPPE aluminium window handle with short neck:
• Rosette: aluminium, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: visible, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: suitable for folding windows

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9016

F4 F9
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 Tôkyô – SG0710RH

HOPPE aluminium removable window handle:
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Special feature: for inserting in the window gear covered with cover rosette

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9016F8707

 U26SV

HOPPE aluminium cover rosette for windows:
• Cover: sliding partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: suitable for covering the window gear

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9016F8707
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Toulon

53
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 Toulon – 0737S/US947-1 (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable turn/tilt window handle with Secu100® + Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1

duraplus®

 Toulon – 0737/US947

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with adjustable spindle and Secustik®:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle, adjustable length of 10mm, smooth adjustment thanks to the pressure spring 

integrated in the handle neck
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Toulon (Aluminium)

F4

F8707F9 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F4

F8707F9 F9016
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 Toulon – PSK-0737S/US947-1 (100 Nm)

HOPPE aluminium lockable handle with Secu100® + Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9, RAL100; meets the requirements of DIN EN 1627-1630 RC1-6
• Locking mechanism: push cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1

 Toulon – PSK-0737/US947-1

HOPPE aluminium handle with Secustik® for tilt/slide doors:
• Tested to RAL-GZ 607/9
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: built-in basic security

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1

F4

F4

F8707F9

F8707F9

F9016

F9016
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 Toulon – 0737KH/51N/U34/0737/51NS/51PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors, exterior with short neck:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

duraplus®

Toulon (Aluminium)

 Toulon – 1737/844P/844PS

HOPPE aluminium handle set on rose with escutcheons for profile doors:
• Tested to DIN EN 1906: 37-0140A
• Bearing: loose door handles, non-handed spring cassettes, maintenance-free slide bearing
• Connection: HOPPE Quick-Fit connection with HOPPE solid spindle (receiver - receiver components)
• Base: nylon
• Fixing: concealed, multi-purpose screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1

 Toulon – 0737FA/51N/U34/0737/51NS/51PNS

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle set with escutcheons for French doors:
• Stop-in position: outside: none; inside: 90°
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F4

F8707 F9016F9

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F4

F8707 F9016F9

F9F4

F9016F8707
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Narrow profile windows
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F3

Narrow profile windows (Aluminium)

duraplus®

 New York – 0810/U76

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with narrow rosette:
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

 New York – 0810VK/U76

HOPPE aluminium turn/tilt window handle with narrow rosette and cranked handle:
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: nylon, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

 New York – 0810VKS/U76Z

HOPPE aluminium lockable window handle with narrow rosette and cranked handle for side-hung windows:
• Locking mechanism: turn cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: 90°
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F4F1

F8707F9 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F9016
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 Tôkyô – 0710ES/6

HOPPE aluminium lockable Espagnolette handle:
• Locking mechanism: push button locking cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: none
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: aluminium, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: for side-hung and top-hung outward opening windows, rotation angle up to 90°, no tilt posi-

tion; non-lockable version with nylon cylinder cover cap (order separately)

 Tôkyô – 0710EVKS/6

HOPPE cranked lockable aluminium Espagnolette handle:
• Locking mechansim: push button locking cylinder, reversible key
• Stop-in position: none
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: aluminium, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: for side-hung and top-hung outward opening windows, no tilt position, handle rotation up to 

90°, non-lockable version with nylon cylinder cover cap (order separately)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4 F9016 F9714

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9F4 F9016 F9714

 Tôkyô – 0710LVK/U71Z

HOPPE aluminium window handle with narrow rosette and cranked handle for side-hung windows:
• Stop-in position: none
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, M5 thread screws
• Special feature: for outward-opening, pivoting windows, no tilt position, rotation angle up to 90°

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9
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Narrow profile windows (Aluminium)

duraplus®

 Tôkyô – 0710LRH/U71Z

HOPPE aluminium window handle with narrow rosette for side-hung windows:
• Stop-in position: none
• Cover: partial cover cap
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: concealed, for M5 thread screws
• Special feature: exclusively for side-hung windows, no tilt position, handle rotation angle up to 90°

Finishes (Aluminium):

F3F1 F9 F8707 F9016
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Slide windows
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Slide windows (Aluminium)

duraplus®

 495 (half set outside)

HOPPE aluminium pull handle for patio doors (exterior):
• Fixing: concealed, from inside, with supporting lugs, M5 thread screws

 495 (half set inside)

HOPPE aluminium pull handle with turn for patio doors doors (interior):
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Fixing: visible, with supporting lugs, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F7704 F8707

 495/51NS/51PNS

HOPPE aluminium pull handle set for patio doors:
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle
• Escutcheons: outside: cast, inside: nylon base with partial cover cap, supporting lugs
• Fixing: exterior handle concealed, interior handle visible; escutcheons concealed, with supporting lugs, M5 

thread screws

F9016F9001

Finishes (Aluminium):

F7704 F8707

F9016F9001

Finishes (Aluminium):

F7704F1713 F8707

F9016F9001
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Lift and slide windows
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 Amsterdam – HS-E0400Z/431N

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

Finish (Stainless steel):

F69

Lift and slide windows (Stainless steel)

 Amsterdam – HS-E0400Z/431N/422

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

Finish (Stainless steel):

F32-1 & F69

duraplus®
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 Bonn – HS-E050Z/431N/422

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 Bonn – HS-E050Z/431N

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

Finish (Stainless steel):

F69

Finish (Stainless steel):

F32-1 & F69
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 Brest – HS-0739/431N

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

 Brest – HS-0739/431N/422

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

Lift and slide windows (Aluminium)

duraplus®

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F8707

F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F8707

F9016
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 Dallas – HS-0643/419

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 Dallas – HS-0643/419/420

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F9016
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duraplus®

Lift and slide windows (Brass, Aluminium)

 Dallas – HS-M0643/419

HOPPE brass lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges 
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

Finishes (Brass):

F41-R F49-R

F71

 Dallas – HS-M0643/419N/423

HOPPE brass lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

F77-R

Finishes (Brass):

F41-R F49-R

F71 F77-R
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 New York – HS-0810/431N

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 New York – HS-0810/431N/422

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F2 F3

F4 F9 F8707

F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F2 F3

F4 F9 F8707

F9016
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duraplus®

Lift and slide windows (Aluminium, Stainless steel)

 Paris – HS-572/419

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M5 thread screws

 Paris – HS-572/419/420

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-trough, M5 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F8707

F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F9 F8707

F9016
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 Paris – HS-E038Z/431N

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 Paris – HS-E038Z/431N/422

HOPPE stainless steel lift/slide handle set for patio doors, exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

Finish (Stainless steel):

F69

Finish (Stainless steel):

F32-1 & F69
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 Tôkyô – HS-571/431N

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 Tôkyô – HS-571/431N/422

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors,exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws

duraplus®

Lift and slide windows (Aluminium)

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F2 F3

F4 F9 F8707

F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F2 F3

F4 F9 F8707

F9016
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F1 F3 F4

F9 F8707 F9016

 Toulon – HS-0737/419

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handles
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-through, M6 thread screws

 Toulon – HS-0737/419/420

HOPPE aluminium lift/slide handle set for patio doors,exterior with recessed pull:
• Bearing: fixed/movable handle
• Stop-in position: 180°
• Base: outside: none, inside: zamak, supporting lugs
• Spindle: HOPPE solid spindle with radiused edges
• Fixing: concealed, bolt-trough, M6 thread screws

Finishes (Aluminium):

F1 F3 F4

F9 F8707 F9016

Finishes (Aluminium):
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HOPPE AG · Via Friedrich Hoppe · CH-7537 Müstair
Tel. +41 (0)81 851 66 00 · www.hoppe.com
Fax +41 (0)81 851 66 66 · info.ch@hoppe.com ©
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